Confidently Advise and Navigate Technology, Media & Telecom Regulation

With Big Tech increasingly on the minds of regulators and new technologies emerging regularly, there is immense need to stay informed of global regulatory changes, litigation and enforcement. Companies in these sectors face regulatory risk in the areas of privacy, competition, intellectual property and trade.

With MLex real-time insight and analysis you can keep track of regulatory developments that impact new and established technologies, including artificial intelligence, connected vehicles and the deployment of 5G networks. We focus on everything from market rules for former European monopolies in telecom to the established and upstart Internet, digital advertising, mobile web, search and social media firms of Silicon Valley and beyond.

Our experts’ coverage focuses on internet platform regulations, global connectivity regulation (net neutrality), media rights regulation (copyright and distribution) and approvals of national market definitions and pricing regulation plans.

Advise on important regulatory changes.
MLex real-time coverage helps ensure you are up-to-speed on the latest regulatory developments within your specific sector. Never miss key developments that could impact your clients or business, and leverage our commentary and source documents to inform your advice.

Detect new policies and develop winning business strategies.
With MLex commentary and analysis, you can stay ahead of the competition, by monitoring regulatory policies from the pre-proposal stage, through negotiations, approval and any legal challenges, helping you to predict risk and develop winning business strategies.

Prepare informed and effective campaigns to influence legislation.
Regulation in these sectors is rapidly evolving, but you can take an active role in shaping future legislation using forward-looking coverage and exclusive content to develop a winning strategy to influence outcomes.
Don’t just take our word for it.
Check out these examples of our Technology & Telecommunications coverage:

Netflix, YouTube cut bandwidth use in Europe with Covid-19 crisis; Asia, US stand firm
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE  >

Facebook could face first Supreme Court challenge to Section 230 immunity
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE  >

Huawei loses UK top court appeal over Unwired Planet global patent-license ruling
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE  >

About MLex
Our investigative reporters are on the ground, where you need us the most. We break news on developmental regulation from the earliest stages of industry consultation, right through enforcement and litigation from the world’s most critical centers in North America, Latin America, Europe and Asia. MLex experts provide insight that isn’t available elsewhere – our relationships with local sources allow you access to information before it is public. You can count on MLex for not only news and updates, but also expert analyses that explain how businesses are impacted, portfolios that show the history of a particular issue and source documents from regulatory agencies.